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Plate I
AlgirdAs girininkAs
NEW DATA ON PALANGA STONE AGE SETTLEMENT
1. A horn axe with a hole for the shaft; 2. Cone-shaped arrowheads; 3. 1 a bone dagger; 2, 3 bone chisels; 4.1–2 Horn axes 
(photograph and drawings by A. Girininkas).
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Plate II
ErnEsTAs VAsiliAUskAs
THE DEVELOPMENT OF TOWNS OF THE ŠIAULIAI CROWN ESTATE FROM THE 16TH  
TO THE 18TH CENTURY
1. The section of layers of the remains of a mid-16th century stove: 1-4/C (127 Tilžės St, Šiauliai, 2000); 1-3 19th to 20th 
century; 4-8 16th century; 8 flooring of burnt planks. ŠAM Pg 5007/ A-Pg 1481 (photograph by A. Šapaitė); 2. The founda-
tions and the cultural layers of Joniškis brick town hall (4a Miesto Square, 2006): 1, 2 the second half of the 20th century; 
3 the second half of the 19th century/the first half of the 20th century (cobbled pavement); 4, 5 19th century; 6 17th to 18th 
century; 3. A cobbled pavement and a foundation row in a Joniškis homestead dated to the second half of the 17th century 
to the first half of the 19th century (Dariaus ir Girėno St, 2008) (2–3 photographs by E. Vasiliauskas).
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Plate III
ErnEsTAs VAsiliAUskAs
THE DEVELOPMENT OF TOWNS OF THE ŠIAULIAI CROWN ESTATE FROM THE 16TH  
TO THE 18TH CENTURY
1. Shallow pot-shaped stove tiles from Šiauliai dated to the mid-16th century (154 Tilžės St, 2000). ŠAM I-A 212:35, 34; 2. 
A panel stove tile from Šiauliai dated to the mid-16th century (154 Tilžės St, 2000). ŠAM I-A 212:33; 3. A glazed polychro-
matic stove crown-tile from Šiauliai (146 Vilniaus St, 2006). ŠAM I-A 212:82; 4. A panel stove tile (2 to 4 Šiaulių Senoji 
St, Joniškis, 2006). JIKM GEK No. 9469/ AR 18:56 (photographs by E. Vasiliauskas).
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Plate IV
ErnEsTAs VAsiliAUskAs
THE DEVELOPMENT OF TOWNS OF THE ŠIAULIAI CROWN ESTATE FROM THE 16TH  
TO THE 18TH CENTURY
1-8. Parts of 17th and 18th-century smoking pipes: 1-3 from Joniškis (4b Miesto Square, 2010); 4-8 from Šiauliai. 1-3 
JIKM, non-inv.; 4-8 ŠAM I-A 212:3, 1, 4, 24, 25 (photographs by E. Vasiliauskas).
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Plate V
IEVA RĖKLAITYTĖ, BÁRBARA BOLOIX-GALLARDO,  
EGLĖ ZAVECKIENĖ
A BRACELET FROM THE LANDS OF THE GOLDEN HORDE FOUND IN THE PALACE OF THE GRAND DUKES 
OF LITHUANIA
1. The bracelet from the Palace of the Grand Dukes of Lithuania in Vilnius (photograph by Vytautas Abramauskas); 2. 
Drawings of the bracelet from the Palace of the Grand Dukes of Lithuania in Vilnius (drawings by Gintarė Kaluškevičiūtė 
and Jolanta Kanažauskaitė).
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Plate VI
INDRĖ ŠIMKUTĖ
GLASS BOTTLES FROM THE 16TH CENTURY TO THE 19TH CENTURY IN THE OLD TOWN 
OF KLAIPĖDA:  DATA FROM ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATIONS
1. The type of dark green glass globular-shaped bottle (type B) from the late 17th century to the 18th century. 1 H 20.2 cm, 
lip Ø 3.0 cm; 2 H 21 cm, lip Ø 2.8 cm; 3 lip 2.9 cm; 2. The type of quadrilateral-shaped bottles (type D): 1 bore 1.0 cm, 
16th century; 2 H 19 cm, early 19th century (photographs by I. Šimkutė).
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Plate VII
GIEDRĖ PILIČIAUSKIENĖ, IEVA MASIULIENĖ
ANIMAL BREEDING AND BUTCHERING:  A GLIMPSE FROM OLD KLAIPĖDA
1. The remains of storehouse I and lean-to, preliminarily dated to the late 16th and early 17th centuries; 2. The remains of 
storehouse II, preliminarily dated to the 17th century up to 1678 (photographs by I. Masiulienė).
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Plate VIII
RŪDOLFS BRŪZIS
THE LUXURY LIFESTYLE IN THE NURMUIŽA MANOR
1. The location plan of the Nurmuiža estate in 1827 (after the Paulucci album, vol. 3, from Caune, Ose 2004, p.358); 2. The 
areas of the archaeological investigations on the Nurmuiža estate, 2008–2009 (after R. Brūzis); 3. 3.1 Oyster shells from the 
Nurmuiza manor house; 3.2 ‘Regents of Kloveniersdolen eating oysters’ (Bartolomey van der Helst, 1655, oil, canvas); 3.3 
An Ostrea edulis from the North Sea.
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